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iCureCeliac® PPRN\textsuperscript{1} (2015-2019) N=5807

117 patients excluded due to lack of demographic/diagnosis data

746 patients excluded due to self-reported diagnosis of non-celiac gluten sensitivity, gluten ataxia, wheat allergy/intolerance, other gluten-related disorder, self-diagnosed with a gluten-related disorder

Self-Reported diagnosis of DH, CD, refractory CD TI, refractory CD TII, refractory CD (unsure type) N= 4944

1169 patients excluded by age <0 or >99 years old at age of diagnosis or age of survey input, incorrect age entry, or missing survey age data

Analytic Dataset N=3775

Broad DH Definition\textsuperscript{2} N=300

Strict CD Definition\textsuperscript{4} N=3360

Strict DH Definition\textsuperscript{3} N=82
Supplemental Figure 1.

1 Patients with at least one record in one of the four datasets being analyzed
2 All patients with self-reported DH
3 Self-reported DH with diagnosis confirmed by “skin biopsy”
4 Self-reported CD, refractory CD TI, refractory CD TII, refractory CD (unsure type) with diagnosis confirmed by “CD panel blood test (tTG)(TG2)-, endomysial-, deamidated gliadin peptide-, gliadin- antibodies),” “biopsy of the intestine or small bowel during upper endoscopy,” or “HLA (genetic) testing”